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The aim of this study was a verification of a gyroscopic measurement device mounted on 
the heel counter of a running shoe. For this purpose 15 subjects performed 10 running 
trials in a laboratory environment. Rearfoot angular velocities from the gyroscope were 
compared qualitatively and quantitatively to rearfoot angular velocities observed with a 
3D motion analysis system (VICON). Based on the qualitative and quantitative analysis 
the results are very good in the sagittal plane, good in the frontal plane and poor in the 
transverse plane.  
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INTRODUCTION: A complete and accurate analysis of the kinetics and kinematics of human 
gait requires 3D camera based motion capture systems, a forceplate to monitor ground 
reaction forces, and additionally wireless EMG to register muscular activity, i.e. it requires a 
laboratory environment.  
The lab-based technical devices for human gait and running analysis suffer from several 
limitations. These systems are expensive and require a large space. Additionally, only one or 
two steps of a running movement can be measured and analyzed. More recently portable 
sensors, which are used primarily in the aerospace and car industry, have been developed to 
measure and analyze the human gait (Pappas et al., 2001; Tong & Granat, 1999). 
Accelerometers and gyroscopes can be placed on anatomical landmarks of the human body 
and thus provide information about the orientation and position of a human body segment. 
The benefits of these systems are that the sensors are compact and less expensive. 
Additionally it is possible to perform tests for a large number of steps under field conditions. 
This study investigated rearfoot angle velocities during running at stance phase with a 3D 
gyroscope mounted on a heel counter of a running shoe. The data was compared to the 
output of an optoelectronic measurement device. 
 
METHODS: Fifteen subjects (one female, fourteen male, age: 31.2 ± 6.8 yr, height: 178.2 ± 
4.8m, weight: 75.8 ± 6.6Kg) with an identical shoe size (UK 8.5) participated in this study. All 
subjects were rearfoot strikers and injury free at the time of data collection.  
The measurement was carried out in a laboratory with a 25 m runway. A KISTLER force 
plate (Type: 9287BA, KISTLER, Winterthur, Switzerland) was positioned at the center of the 
runway in a level with the floor. Around the force plate a six-camera VICON motion analysis 
system (VICON, Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK) was arranged. The VICON Workstation 
recorded kinematics and kinetics data synchronously. The vertical force threshold was set to 
20 N to define foot contact and toe off. Two photoelectric cells were positioned before and 
after the force plate to control the running speed and to work as a trigger for the motion 
analysis system, the force plate and the gyroscope (Memsense®, effective range: ± 1200 °/s). 
A wireless transmitter was installed to send a high pass signal to the data logger of the 
gyroscope when the subject passed the first photoelectric cell. The subjects were given a 
number of practice trials prior to data collection in order to familiarize with the experimental 
conditions and to ensure a natural running pattern. As can be seen in Fig.1, nine retro-
reflective markers were attached at the rearfoot and forefoot segment of the running shoe 
and on the gyroscope box.  
The gyroscope box served as an additional segment to track the kinematics of the box. The 
forefoot segment was not part of this study. The gyroscope was placed in the box made of 
the same material as the heel counter of the shoe as the box is a part of the heel counter. 

have a sound understanding of the differences between the different methods that were used 
in this study to determine the positive lifting phase. Further, it is critical that if positive impulse 
is used to determine the positive lifting phase that it is determined correctly using net rather 
than absolute force. Only forces that exceed system weight influence system centre of mass 
kinematics. If GRF is used this applies to the barbell and body system, but if force derived 
from barbell kinematics is used it only applies to the barbell.  
Further, strength and conditioning practitioners and investigators must understand that when 
net force (GRF or barbell) decreases below zero a number of factors can be observed. First, 
regardless of whether B or NB is being considered, this point marks the end of resistance 
acceleration (whether barbell or system centre of mass); second, all displacement of the 
resistance of interest past this point is an expression of momentum; and third, this point 
coincides with peak resistance velocity (Figure 1). However, if GRF is used to determine the 
positive impulse then the peak of the system centre of mass velocity (derived using forward 
dynamics) will coincide with this point. If net force is derived from barbell kinematics, the end 
of the barbell positive impulse will correspond with peak barbell velocity. This could be 
practically applicable to strength and conditioning practitioners who do not have access to a 
force platform but can access basic motion analysis systems, as the identification of peak 
barbell velocity will enable the relatively simple, but more theoretically robust way of 
determining the propulsion phase of the positive lifting phase.  
 
CONCLUSION: This study compared B and NB force, velocity and power averaged across 
the positive lifting phase that was determined using the traditional peak displacement method 
and an alternative positive impulse method. The mechanical demands of the different 
exercise types were not different, and resistance was not accelerated for a greater proportion 
of the positive lifting phase. We propose that the perception of B superiority may be 
exaggerated. Of critical importance, the alternative method can be applied by strength and 
conditioning practitioners who do not have access to a force platform by using peak barbell 
velocity as an indicator of the end of the positive barbell impulse. This will enable greater 
accuracy when performance parameters a force, velocity and power are averaged across the 
positive lifting phase. 
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Figure 2: Representative time-velocity graphs to illustrate comparisons in the sagittal and 
frontal plane; subject number 1, rearfoot segment: + (left side); gyroscope_box segment: x 
(right side); Gyroscope: solid line 

  

  
Figure 3: Scatterplots to illustrate the linear relationship in the sagittal and frontal plane; 
subject number 1 

  

  
Figure 4: Bland & Altman plots of the rearfoot segment – gyroscope and gyroscope_box – 
gyroscope comparison in the sagittal and frontal plane; subject number 1 
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Figure 1: Marker placement of the shoe model (rearfoot segment: left picture; gyroscope_box 
segment: right picture) 
 
This was constructed to minimize the relative movement between the sensor and the shoe. 
The modified shoe model (developed by Campe 2006) was used to calculate the three-
dimensional joint angles (Euler angles) and their derivatives in reference to the global 
coordinate system. The gyroscope provided absolute angular velocities in the sagittal, frontal 
and transverse planes, which were recorded on a data logger. Ten valid running trials were 
collected for each subject. A valid trial was given when the subject landed on the force plate 
with the right foot at a controlled speed of 4.0 m/s ± 0.2 m/s in a natural running style. 
Kinematic (200 Hz), ground reaction force data (1000 Hz) and gyroscopic data (1000 Hz) 
were recorded for the stance phase of the right foot. Kinematic data was smoothed using a 
spline of 10th order (Woltring, 1995) and exported for further processing using Matlab® R14 
(The Mathworks). The gyroscope data was re-sampled at 200 Hz and smoothed with a 
chebbychev filter (cut off frequency: 30Hz). Each angular velocity curve was normalized to 
100% of the stance phase. Ten trials of each subject were averaged to give the composite 
mean curve for each subject. The gyroscopic data was aligned with the VICON data using a 
cross-correlation function. 
Qualitative analysis considered the comparison of the signals in angular velocity – time 
graphs, scatter plots and difference plots according to the BLAND-ALTMAN method (Bland & 
Altman, 1986). Quantitative analysis considered the Bravis-Pearson’s correlation coefficient 
and the root mean square error (RMSE). Paired samples t-tests (=0.05) were run to 
determine differences between the maximal sole angular velocity and the maximal pronation 
velocity of the gyroscopic and the optoelectronic measurement devices respectively. 
Statistical evaluation was carried out using Matlab (The Mathworks). 
 
RESULTS: The comparison of the rearfoot segment and the gyroscopic data revealed a 
good agreement for the angular velocities in the sagittal plane for every subject in the 
qualitative analysis (Fig. 2 left side, 0.86 < r < 0.99; mean RMSE: 48.2 °/s ± 19.02 °/s). The 
comparison of the gyroscope_box segment with the gyroscope data showed good 
agreement in the sagittal plane (Fig.2 right side, 0.86 < r < 0.99; mean RMSE: 69.6 °/s ± 
24.0°/s). 
In the frontal plane the data were in good agreement. However, the maximal pronation 
velocity of the rearfoot segment was much lower than the angular velocity of the gyroscope 
(Fig. 2 left side, 0.85 < r < 0.88; mean RMSE: 43.6 °/s ± 17.0 °/s). Almost the same result 
can be seen in the comparison of the gyroscope_box segment and the gyroscope angular 
velocities (Fig. 2 right side 0.85 < r < 0.99; mean RMSE: 51.3 °/s ± 24.1 °/s). In the 
transverse plane correlation strongly varied from subject to subject (-0.83 < r < 0.9; mean 
RMSE: 51.9 °/s ± 10.7 °/s). Similarly, the comparison of gyroscope_box segment and 
gyroscope data revealed large variations (-0.83 < r < 0.85; mean RMSE: 70.3 °/s ± 22.5 °/s). 
The paired samples t-test revealed significant difference between the maximum sole angular 
velocities in the rearfoot segment and the gyroscope and no significant difference in sole 
angular velocity obtained at the gyroscope_box segment and the gyroscope respectively (p< 
0.05). There was no significant difference in maximum pronation velocity between the 
gyroscope_box segment and the gyroscope and a significant difference was found for the 
rearfoot segment – gyroscope comparison (p< 0.05) in the frontal plane. 
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This study aims to compare the lower limb kinematics between two landing tasks, using 
the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and parametric techniques. Ten male volleyball 
athletes performed bilateral vertical jumps with single leg or double leg landings. Hip, 
knee and ankle kinematics were used in the analysis. Statistical analysis was performed 
in the principal components coefficients (PCC) retained in the PCA and in the parametric 
variables. Only the first PCC presented differences in the three joints. The minimum peak 
showed differences in the ankle and knee, the maximum peak was different in the knee 
and hip and the mean angular displacement showed differences in the three joints. PCA 
described the differences presented by the parametric variables allowing the identification 
of the location where the variance between the landing tasks could be better explained. 
 
KEY WORDS: Landing Task, Principal Component Analysis, Biomechanics. 
 

INTRODUCTION: Alterations in the number of mechanical constraints of the biokinematic 
chain while performing landings after vertical jumps seems to be a determining factor in the 
behavior of biomechanical variables related to injuries. In many sports, such as volleyball, 
the landing techniques after specific motor skills are performed unilaterally while about 26% 
of anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) lesions occur in this type of landing (Krosshaug et al., 
2007). 
The high prevalence of injuries during the single leg landings (SL) seems to be related to the 
different behavior of the biomechanical variables compared to double leg landings (DL). 
Leporace et al. (2010) and Pappas et al. (2007) reported a smaller amont of knee flexion and 
increased hip flexion during SL compared to DL. However, both studies used parametric 
kinematic variables, such as maximum angular peak and joint positions during the initial 
ground contact to compare the tasks. Parametrization techniques extract instantaneous 
values of signal amplitude, which ignore the pattern of movement. According with Chau 
(2001) the extraction of these pre-defined parameters is subjective and neglects the temporal 
information of the kinematic signal, containing limited information about the movement. 
To obtain information that describe the main differences between the tasks, it is necessary to 
consider the whole waveform. The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a multivariate 
statistical technique used to reduce the dimensionality of a data set and to perform the 
analysis of the complete time series. This method transforms the original signal into a 
reduced set of uncorrelated data which retains the maximum data variance (Jolliffe, 2002). 
Additionally, in recent studies, the analysis of the eigenvector in temporal correspondence 
with the original signal has been used to observe the locations where the main variance of 
each principal component is explained (McKean et al. 2007; Muniz et al., 2010). 
Studies have used PCA to classify movement patterns (O'Coonor & Bottum, 2009), as well 
as to evaluate treatment effects (Muniz et al., 2010) and to differentiate training status 
(Donà et al., 2009). However, little is known about the relationship between the classical 
features of comparison between variables used in several studies, as angular peaks and 
mean angular displacement (MAD), and the results of PCA. Thus, this study aimed at 
comparing the lower limb kinematics between two landing tasks, using the Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) and parametric techniques, as mean and angular peak; and 
compare the results of the two analysis. The hypothesis was that both techniques of analysis 

DISCUSSION: The purpose of this study was to verify angular velocities from the rearfoot 
during heel running from a gyroscopic measurement device with an optoelectronic 
measurement device in the sagittal, frontal, and transverse plane. The results revealed a 
good agreement of the angular velocities in the sagittal plane, which is also reported in the 
literature (Tong & Granat 1999, Pappas et al. 2001). In the frontal plane the agreement was 
good. However the gyroscope measured higher maximum angular velocities in the frontal 
plane. Kleindienst et al. (2007) reported similar maximal angular velocities. Therefore the 
results of the frontal plane should be regarded with caution. Marker - artifacts could lead to 
an explanation of different maximal velocities as well as the fact that the gyroscope is 
measuring absolute angle velocities and the shoe model calculates velocities in an Euler 
rotation. The calculation model of the VICONTM also explains the poor agreement in the 
transverse plane between the gyroscopic and the optoelectronic measurement device as the 
model shows clear intraindividual differences especially in the transverse plane (Campe, 
2006). Furthermore it was not possible to align the gyroscope box 100% perpendicular to the 
global coordinate system which can also lead to an error when comparing the angular 
velocities of the two measurement systems.  
 
CONCLUSION: Beside the poor agreement in the transverse plane and the fact that the 
kinematics of this plane are not the main focus of sport shoe research the gyroscopic 
measurement device can serve as a substitute for a laboratory fixed camera system. This 
study verified the gyroscopic device and gives the recommendation to use it in field studies. 
A possible research application for the gyroscope could be influence of fatigue on foot 
kinematics. The kinematics of the different regions other than the rearfoot are also of interest. 
By mounting another gyroscopic device on the forefoot, the torsion of the shoe could be 
measured. The question of how a shoe acts on different and uneven grounds could be an 
interesting field of application of this measurement device. Nevertheless, the maximal 
angular velocities in the frontal plane should be interpreted with caution, particularly when 
comparing different shoes. Future studies will reveal whether the device is able to distinguish 
different angular velocities induced by different footwear. The main aspect of concern will be 
the constant alignment of the sensor-box to the ground on every shoe model.  
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